Ensemble Series mallets come in five grades
of hardness. These mallets are great for everyday
practice and recommended for most ensemble play.
Concert Series mallets, with four grades of hardness,
are designed for the performing marimbist. They
are wrapped with a slightly looser tension than the
Ensemble Series. The mallets produce a full rich
tone and the bright white yarn adds to the visual
effect of your performance.
Hemp Series mallets are tightly wrapped with 6 ply
hemp cord and produce a very articulate tone.
Hemp is the strongest natural fiber and makes these
unique mallets very sturdy and may be used for
concert or field percussion applications.

The Unwound Series consists of various shaped
rubber and plastic heads to supply a wide range of
tonal options and dynamic levels for all keyboard
and auxiliary percussion instruments.

The Field Series keyboard mallets cover the full
range of all keyboard percussion instruments. The
mallets feature 11 /32" thicker birch handles for
added weight and durability.

Made with 16.25" Birch handles.

Standard Series and Hemp Series vibraphone mallets
are tightly wrapped with durable cord material.
They have rubber cores with various layers of latex
banding and each type is available in three grades
of hardness. Made with 15" birch handles but
available with upgraded rattan handles.

We offer two timpani mallet designs. Our Traditional
Felt Series mallets are made with top quality
German felt and cores made of cork to produce a
rich and articulate tone.
The Synthetic Series mallets feature a soft, felt-like
synthetic covering that is longer lasting than traditional
timpani felt while the tone qualities are very similar.
The lower price point and durability make them a
great choice for students.

Our Concert Bass Drum mallets are truly unique and
an affordable option for school groups and student
percussionists. They are covered with a durable
felt-like synthetic material and produce a full rich tone.
Mallet packs come
with a stick/mallet
bag and a collection
of mallets to play all of
the standard percussion
instruments. There are
two pre-selected
combinations and we
can make any custom
combination of your
choice.
We offer a wide
variety of specialty
products for
drummers of all
styles. Cymbal,
Drum Circle,
Swizzle Sticks,
Chopstix and
Gong Mallets

HANDLE OPTIONS
Smith mallets come standard with satin finished birch handles that have
been carefully sorted and checked for quality. All keyboard mallets are
also available with premium rattan handles. The sticks are matched by
pair for size and flexibility. Rattan diameters vary between Bmm- lOmm.
All marimba mallets are 161/4" long all other mallets are 15':

